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The Antichrist is Friedrich Nietzsche's great masterpiece, wherein Nietzsche attacks Christianity
as a blight on humanity. This classic is essential reading for anyone wishing to understand
Nietzsche and his place within the history of philosophy. Nietzsche claimed that to understand
this philosophy, the reader should be above politics and nationalism. Also, the usefulness or
harmfulness of truth should not be a concern.
"After her mother dies, Lina travels to Italy where she discovers her mothers's journal and sets
off on an adventure to unearth her mother's secrets"-“Uma obra prima de suspense e mistério! O Autor fez um trabalho magnífico desenvolvendo
personagens com um lado psicológico que é tão bem descrito que nos sentimos dentro de
suas mentes, seguimos seus medos e comemoramos seus sucessos. A trama é muito
inteligente e vai mantê-lo entretido durante todo o livro. Repleto de reviravoltas, esse livro vai
manter você acordado até virar a última página.” --Avaliações de Livros e Filmes, Roberto
Mattos (Once Gone) SE ELA VISSE (Enigma Kate Wise) é o livro nº 2 de uma nova série de
thriller psicológico escrita pelo autor best-seller Blake Pierce, cujo best-seller nº 1 Once Gone
(livro nº1) (download gratuito) recebeu mais de 1.000 avaliações cinco estrelas. Quando um
casal é encontrado morto e não há nenhum suspeito aparente, Kate Wise, de 55 anos, depois
de 30 anos de carreira no FBI, é chamada para voltar da aposentadoria (e de sua tranquila
vida em um bairro nobre) e trabalhar para o departamento. A mente brilhante de Kate e a
capacidade inigualável de entrar na mente dos serial killers são fatores indispensáveis, e o FBI
precisa dela para desvendar esse caso atordoante. Por que dois casais foram encontrados
assassinados, a 80 quilômetros de distância, e da mesma maneira? O que eles podem ter em
comum? A resposta, Kate percebe, deve ser encontrada com urgência – já que ela está certa
de que o assassino está prestes a atacar novamente. Mas no jogo mortal de gato e rato que se
segue, Kate, entrando nos canais obscuros da mente distorcida do assassino, pode chegar
tarde demais. Um thriller cheio de ação, um suspense emocionante, SE ELA VISSE é o livro nº
2 de uma série nova e fascinante que fará você virar páginas até tarde da noite. O livro nº 3 da
série de enigmas KATE WISE estará disponível em breve!
Think and Grow Rich is a motivational personal development and self-help book by Napoleon
Hill. The book was heavily inspired by the work of Andrew Carnegie. While the title focuses on
how to get rich, the author explains that the philosophy taught in the book can be used to help
people succeed in all lines of work and to do or be almost anything they want.
The Weight of Honor (Kings and Sorcerers--Book 3)
The Antichrist
Nocte
The Sense of an Ending
Book 2 of the Wheel of Time (soon to be a major TV series)

Jules Verne, celebrated French author of Twenty Thousand Leagues Under
the Sea and Around the World in 80 Days, wrote over 60 novels collected in
the popular series "Voyages Extraordinaires." A handful of these have
never been translated into English, including Invasion of the Sea, written in
1904 when large-scale canal digging was very much a part of the political,
economic, and military strategy of the world's imperial powers. Instead of
linking two seas, as existing canals (the Suez and the Panama) did, Verne
proposed a canal that would create a sea in the heart of the Sahara Desert.
The story raises a host of concerns -- environmental, cultural, and political.
The proposed sea threatens the nomadic way of life of those Islamic tribes
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living on the site, and they declare war. The ensuing struggle is finally
resolved only by a cataclysmic natural event. This Wesleyan edition
features notes, appendices and an introduction by Verne scholar Arthur B.
Evans, as well as reproductions of the illustrations from the original French
edition.
Carter Billings: & ;Sandy blond hair and Hollywood good looks, Carter
Billings could have any woman he wants. However, when he makes his bid
for the Governor's seat in the state of California, he needs to settle down
and become a family man. Eliza, the woman he secretly adores, embodies
the perfect amount of spice and passion to suit his marital needs, but she's
not interested in becoming Mrs. Billings. She can't even stand to be in the
same room with him.& ;Eliza Havens:& ;It's much easier to drive Carter
away than to give into desire. Matching couples is how she earns a living,
but getting married isn't an option. The secrets she carries are too
dangerous to entangle anyone else. When her hidden identity and past
threaten her future, she's left with little choice. Carter is quick to offer
solutions to both their problems, but saying yes could mean endangering
the man she's growing to love.
Is falling in love the beginning . . . Or the end? In Ethan Wate's hometown
there lies the darkest of secrets. There is a girl. Slowly, she pulled the hood
from her head. Green eyes, black hair. Lena Duchannes. There is a curse.
On the Sixteenth Moon, the Sixteenth Year, the Book will take what it's been
promised. And no one can stop it. In the end, there is a grave. Lena and
Ethan become bound together by a deep, powerful love. But Lena is cursed
and on her sixteenth birthday, her fate will be decided. Ethan never even
saw it coming. * Don't miss the Warner Brothers and Alcon Entertainment
blockbuster movie of Beautiful Creatures directed by Richard LaGravenese
(P.S. I Love You) and featuring an all star cast including Emma Thompson,
Jeremy Irons, Viola Davies and hot young Hollywood talent Alice Englert,
Alden Ehrenreich and Emmy Rossum. Praise for Beautiful Creatures: 'This
novel has been generating Twilight-level buzz.' - Teen Vogue About the
authors: @kamigarciais a superstitious American southerner who can
make biscuits by hand and pies from scratch! She attended George
Washington University and is a teacher and reading specialist. She lives in
Los Angeles, California with her family. @mstohlhas written and designed
many successful video games, which is why her two beagles are named
Zelda and Kirby. She has degrees from Yale and Stanford Universities in
the US and has also studied in the prestigious creative writing department
at UEA, Norwich. She lives in Santa Monica, California with her family.
www.beautifulcreaturesthebook.com Also available in the Beautiful
Creatures series: Beautiful Darkness, Beautiful Chaos and Beautiful
Redemption. *Don't miss the brand new DANGEROUS CREATURES series,
set in the world of Beautiful Creatures* Exclusive ebook novellas also
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available: Dream Dark Dangerous Dream
First published in 1943, The Little Prince by Antoine de Saint-Exupéry has
been translated into more than 250 languages, becoming a global
phenomenon. The Sahara desert is the scenery of Little Prince’s story. The
narrator’s plane has crashed there and he has scarcely some food and
water to survive. Trying to comprehend what caused the crash, the Little
Prince appears. The serious blonde little boy asks to draw him a sheep. The
narrator consents to the strange fellow’s request. They soon become
friends and the Little Prince informs the pilot that he is from a small planet,
the asteroid 325, talks to him about the baobabs, his planet volcanoes and
the mysterious rose that grew on his planet. He also talks to him about
their friendship and the lie that evoked his journey to other planets. Often
puzzled by the grown-ups’ behavior, the little traveler becomes a total and
eternal symbol of innocence and love, of responsibility and devotion.
Through him we get to see how insightful children are and how grown-ups
aren’t. Children use their heart to feel what’s really important, not the eyes.
Heart-breaking, funny and thought-provoking, it is an enchanting and
endlessly wise fable about the human condition and the power of
imagination. A book about both childhood and adulthood, it can be read as
a parable, a war story, a classic children's fairy-tale, and many more things
besides: The Little Prince is a book for everyone; after all, all grown-ups
were children once.
The Little Prince
The Course of Love
The Secret to Freedom and Success
Quincas Borba
The Power of Habit
#1 New York Times Bestseller - Winner of the Pulitzer Prize - Winner of the National Book
Award - Winner of the Andrew Carnegie Medal for Excellence in Fiction - Longlisted for the
Man Booker Prize One of the Best books of the Year: The New York Times, The Washington
Post, NPR, The Boston Globe, The Seattle Times, HuffPost, Esquire, Minneapolis Star
Tribune Look for Whitehead's acclaimed new novel, The Nickel Boys, available now Cora is a
young slave on a cotton plantation in Georgia. An outcast even among her fellow Africans,
she is on the cusp of womanhood--where greater pain awaits. And so when Caesar, a slave
who has recently arrived from Virginia, urges her to join him on the Underground Railroad,
she seizes the opportunity and escapes with him. In Colson Whitehead's ingenious
conception, the Underground Railroad is no mere metaphor: engineers and conductors
operate a secret network of actual tracks and tunnels beneath the Southern soil. Cora
embarks on a harrowing flight from one state to the next, encountering, like Gulliver, strange
yet familiar iterations of her own world at each stop. As Whitehead brilliantly re-creates the
terrors of the antebellum era, he weaves in the saga of our nation, from the brutal abduction
of Africans to the unfulfilled promises of the present day. The Underground Railroad is both
the gripping tale of one woman's will to escape the horrors of bondage--and a powerful
meditation on the history we all share.
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George Orwell's Nineteen Eighty-Four is unquestionably the most famous dystopian novel of
all times. Written in the year of 1948, the author swapped the last two digits while describing a
future totalitarian society where the minds, attitudes and actions of the subjects are
thoroughly scrutinized by the "Thought Police", suspected dissidents tracked down and where
the worship of the mythical party leader Big Brother is forced upon the masses. The lowranking party member Winston Smith begins secretly to question the whole system and
initiates a forbidden love affair with another party member.
After his daughter's murder, a grieving father confronts God with desperate questions -- and
finds unexpected answers -- in this riveting and deeply moving #1 NYT bestseller. When
Mackenzie Allen Phillips's youngest daughter Missy is abducted during a family vacation, he
remains hopeful that she'll return home. But then, he discovers evidence that she may have
been brutally murdered in an abandoned shack deep in the Oregon wilderness. Four years
later, in this midst of his great sadness, Mack receives a suspicious note that's supposedly
from God, inviting him back to that shack for a weekend. Against his better judgment, he
arrives on a wintry afternoon and walks back into his darkest nightmare. What he finds there
will change his life forever.
Encontrada (Livro 8 De Memórias De Um Vampiro)Morgan Rice
Nineteen Eighty-Four
Only Child
Razão Para Se Apavorar (Um Mistério De Avery Black – Livro 6)
Why We Do What We Do in Life and Business
Regarding the Pain of Others

Originally written in 1938 but never published due to its
controversial nature, an insightful guide reveals the seven
principles of good that will allow anyone to triumph over
the obstacles that must be faced in reaching personal goals.
The Green Book is a short book setting out the political
philosophy of Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi. The book was
first published in 1975. It was "intended to be read for all
people." It is said to have been inspired in part by The
Little Red Book (Quotations from Chairman Mao). Both were
widely distributed both inside and outside their country of
origin, and "written in a simple, understandable style with
many memorable slogans." An English translation was issued
by the Libyan People's Committee, and a bilingual
English/Arabic edition was issued in London by Martin, Brian
& O'Keeffe in 1976. During the Libyan Civil War, copies of
the book were burned by anti-Gaddafi demonstrators.
'A masterpiece... I would urge you to read - and re-read '
Daily Telegraph **Winner of the Man Booker Prize for Fiction
2011** Tony Webster and his clique first met Adrian Finn at
school. Sex-hungry and book-hungry, they would navigate the
girl-less sixth form together, trading in affectations, injokes, rumour and wit. Maybe Adrian was a little more
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serious than the others, certainly more intelligent, but
they all swore to stay friends for life. Now Tony is
retired. He's had a career and a single marriage, a calm
divorce. He's certainly never tried to hurt anybody. Memory,
though, is imperfect. It can always throw up surprises, as a
lawyer's letter is about to prove. Now a major film
"Blake needs a wife in order to keep his inheritance and
offers Samantha ten million dollars for a one year marriage
contract. It was a marriage contract the planned for
everything ... except falling in love"-Six Years
How to Win Friends and Influence People
Think and Grow Rich
Mirror, Mirror
The Shack
Lines may divide us, but hope will unite us. Nine year old Bruno knows
nothing of the Final Solution and the Holocaust. He’s oblivious to the
appalling cruelties being inflicted on the people of Europe by his country.
All he knows is that he has moved from Berlin to a desolate area where
he has no one to play with. Until he meets Shmuel. Shmuel lives in a
strange parallel existence on the other side of the adjoining wire fence,
where everyone wears a uniform of striped pyjamas. Despite the wire
fence separating them, the two boys become best friends. As they grow
closer, Bruno starts to learn the terrible truth that lies beyond the fence,
and what life is like for his friend. John Boyne’s classic novel explores the
friendship and loss of innocence of Bruno and Shmuel, during one of the
worst points in history.
Regarding the Pain of Others is Susan Sontag's searing analysis of our
numbed response to images of horror. From Goya's Disasters of War to
news footage and photographs of the conflicts in Vietnam, Rwanda and
Bosnia, pictures have been charged with inspiring dissent, fostering
violence or instilling apathy in us, the viewer. Regarding the Pain of
Others will alter our thinking not only about the uses and meanings of
images, but about the nature of war, the limits of sympathy, and the
obligations of conscience. 'Powerful, fascinating. Sontag is our
outstanding contemporary writer in the moralist tradition'Sunday Times
'A coruscating sermon on how we picture suffering'The New York Times 'A
far-reaching set of ruminations on human suffering, the nature of
goodness, the lures, deceptions and truth of images . . . in short, a
summary of what it means to be alive and alert in the twentieth
century'Independent 'Sontag is on top form: firing devastating
questions'Los Angeles Times 'Simple, elegant, fiercely persuasive'Metro
One of America's best-known and most admired writers, Susan Sontag
was also a leading commentator on contemporary culture until her death
in December 2004. Her books include four novels and numerous works of
non-fiction, among them Regarding the Pain of Others, On Photography,
Illness as Metaphor, At the Same Time, Against Interpretation and Other
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Essays and Reborn: Early Diaries 1947-1963, all of which are published by
Penguin. A further eight books, including the collections of essays Under
the Sign of Saturn and Where the Stress Falls, and the novels The
Volcano Lover and The Benefactor, are available from Penguin Modern
Classics.
Although we have been successful in our careers, they have not turned
out quite as we expected. We both have changed positions several timesfor all the right reasons-but there are no pension plans vesting on our
behalf. Our retirement funds are growing only through our individual
contributions. Michael and I have a wonderful marriage with three great
children. As I write this, two are in college and one is just beginning high
school. We have spent a fortune making sure our children have received
the best education available. One day in 1996, one of my children came
home disillusioned with school. He was bored and tired of studying. “Why
should I put time into studying subjects I will never use in real life?” he
protested. Without thinking, I responded, “Because if you don't get good
grades, you won't get into college.” “Regardless of whether I go to
college,” he replied, “I'm going to be rich.”
When one of their friends mysteriously disappears, a group of teens are
forced to confront the challenges and secrets of their lives in this edgy
and suspenseful coming-of-age tale from international supermodel,
actress, and social media darling Cara Delevingne. Among the students of
Thames Comprehensive, Red, Leo, Rose, and Naomi are misfits—outsiders
who have found a safe haven in music and their band, Mirror, Mirror. For
these sixteen year olds, fitting in at school is nearly as difficult as
navigating their complicated home lives. Red has an alcoholic mother and
a father who’s never around. Leo’s brother is in prison. Rose uses sex and
alcohol to numb the pain of a brutal attack. Naomi’s punk rock princess
persona gives her the freedom to be her true self. When Naomi
mysteriously vanishes and then is found unconscious, her friends are
shaken and confused. Could it have been an accident—or did someone
deliberately try to hurt Naomi? If she was in trouble, why didn’t she turn
to them? How well do they really know their bandmate—and each other?
If Naomi wakes up from her coma, will she ever be the same? To
understand what happened to Naomi, Red, Leo, and Rose must ultimately
face their own dark secrets and fears, and reconcile the difference
between what they feel inside and what they show to the world. Cara
Delevingne reveals another facet of her amazing talent with this powerful
novel about identity, sexuality, gender, emotional pain, the complicated
world of social media, and the dangerous weight of appearances that are
not what they seem.
The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas
If you love CLOSE TO HOME and FRIEND REQUEST then you'll love this
The Fault in Our Stars
Encontrada (Livro 8 De Memórias De Um Vampiro)
The Temple of Iconoclasts
SOON TO BE A MAJOR AMAZON PRIME TV SERIES The second novel in the Wheel of Time series one of the most influential and popular fantasy epics ever published. The Forsaken are loose, the Horn
of Valere has been found and the Dead are rising from their dreamless sleep. The Prophecies are being
fulfilled - but Rand al'Thor, the shepherd the Aes Sedai have proclaimed as the Dragon Reborn,
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desperately seeks to escape his destiny. Rand cannot run for ever. With every passing day the Dark One
grows in strength and strives to shatter his ancient prison, to break the Wheel, to bring an end to Time
and sunder the weave of the Pattern. And the Pattern demands the Dragon. 'Epic in every sense' Sunday
Times 'With the Wheel of Time, Jordan has come to dominate the world that Tolkien began to reveal'
New York Times '[The] huge ambitious Wheel of Time series helped redefine the genre' George R. R.
Martin 'A fantasy phenomenon' SFX
Alice Salmon. Young, smart, ambitious. With her whole life ahead of her. Until the night she
mysteriously drowns. Nobody knows how or why. But Alice left a few clues: her diary, texts, emails, and
presence on social media. Fragments of the life she led remain. And in them might lie the answer to
what really happened to her - if only someone can piece it all together before it vanishes forever . . . 'A
deliciously modern psychological thriller . . . very well-written and intelligently realised' Daily
Telegraph 'Absorbing, intricate and extremely original' Claire Kendal, author of The Book of You
'Richmond keeps you guessing until the final pages in this compelling debut' Glamour
We all know the headiness and excitement of the early days of love. But what comes after? In
Edinburgh, a couple, Rabih and Kirsten, fall in love. They get married, they have children but no longterm relationship is as simple as happily ever after. "The Course of Love" is a novel that explores what
happens after the birth of love, what it takes to maintain love, and what happens to our original ideals
under the pressures of an average existence.
Calla Price struggles to save her twin brother, Finn and depends upon Dare DuBray, her savior to help
her keep her own sanity.
Love & Gelato
What She Left
The Green Book
Digging the Wolf
Swimming at Night

High school sophomore Nora has always been very cautious in her relationships, but
when Patch, who has a dark side she can sense, enrolls at her school, she is mysteriously
and strongly drawn to him, despite warnings from her best friend, the school counselor,
and her own instincts.
According to author John Green, The Fault In Our Stars was inspired by his friendship
with Esther Earl, who "redefined the process of dying young for me." (December 2012
Good Reads interview, http://www.goodreads.com/interviews/show/828.John_Green). He
cautions his readers not to take the novel too literally however, stating that he doesn't
"want people conflating Esther with Hazel (they're very different), and it's extremely
important to me that I not claim to be telling Esther's story. Esther's story belongs to
Esther and to her family." (John Green's tumblr, August 2, 2012 http://fishingboatproceed
s.tumblr.com/post/28557373623/everybody-was-told-to-make-a-funny-face-but-i).
Esther's story is told in the 2014 posthumous memoir This Star Won't Go Out : the Life
and Words of Esther Grace Earl.
Em ENCONTRADA (Livro n 8 De Memórias De Um Vampiro), Caitlin e Caleb
despertam na Israel antiga, no ano 33 D.C., e ficam surpresos ao ver que estão na época
de Cristo. A Israel antiga é um local de lugares sagrados, sinagogas antigas e relíquias
perdidas. É o lugar mais espiritualmente carregado do universo – e em 33 D.C., o ano da
crucificação de Cristo, um período de muita agitação. No coração da capital, Jerusalém,
fica o Templo de Salomão, dentro do qual fica o Lugar do santíssimo e a Arca de Deus. E
nas ruas, Cristo dará seus últimos passos para ser crucificado. Jerusalém é uma cidade
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repleta de gente de todos os lugares e crenças, sob o domínio dos sempre presentes
soldados Romanos e Pôncio Pilatos. A cidade também tem um lado escuro, com suas ruas
labirínticas e uma variedade de vielas que dão acesso a segredos ocultos e templos
pagãos. Caitlin finalmente tem as quatro chaves, mas ainda assim, ela deve encontrar seu
pai. Sua busca a leva até Nazaré, Cafarnaum e Jerusalém seguindo uma trilha mística de
segredos e pistas no encalço de Jesus. A missão também a leva até o Monte das Oliveiras,
até Aiden e seu coven, e a mais segredos e relíquias do que nunca antes. A cada
momento, seu pai parece estar cada vez mais próximo. Mas está missão é especial: Sam
mudou para o lado do mal, e também voltou no tempo, se unindo a Rexius – líder de um
coven do mal. Eles se unem na busca, com a intenção de encontrar o escudo antes dela.
Rexius fará qualquer coisa para destruir Caitlin e Caleb, e com Sam ao seu lado e um
novo exército atrás dele, as chances estão do seu lado. Para piorar tudo, Scarlet volta no
tempo sozinha - separada de seus pais. Ele vaga pelas ruas de Jerusalém sozinha, com
Ruth, e ela começa a descobrir seus próprios poderes, e também se envolve em situações
de mais perigo do que nunca antes. Especialmente quando ele descobre que também está
guardando um segredo. Caitlin encontrará seu pai? Será que ela encontrará o antigo
Escudo vampiro? E se reunirá com sua filha mais uma vez? Sam tentará matá-la? E será
que o amor dela por Caleb sobreviverá a mais esta viagem no tempo? ENCONTRADA é
o livro nº. 8 da série Diário de um Vampiro (precedido por TRANSFORMADA,
AMADA, TRAÍDA, PREDESTINADA, DESEJADA, COMPROMETIDA e
PROMETIDA), e ainda pode ser lido de maneira independente. ENCONTRADA tem
71,000 palavras. Os livros nº 9 - 10 da série DIÁRIOS DE UM VAMPIRO também estão
disponíveis! E a trilogia bestseller nº 1 de Morgan Rice, SOBREVIVÊNCIA, um
suspense distópico, pós-apocalíptico, também está disponível. A série de fantasia de
Morgan Rice, O ANEL DO FEITICEIRO, compost de dez livros (e contando) também
está disponível – começando pelo Livro nº 1, UMA BUSCA DE HERÓIS, que é está
disponível gratuitamente!
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • This instant classic explores how we can change
our lives by changing our habits. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE
YEAR BY The Wall Street Journal • Financial Times In The Power of Habit, awardwinning business reporter Charles Duhigg takes us to the thrilling edge of scientific
discoveries that explain why habits exist and how they can be changed. Distilling vast
amounts of information into engrossing narratives that take us from the boardrooms of
Procter & Gamble to the sidelines of the NFL to the front lines of the civil rights
movement, Duhigg presents a whole new understanding of human nature and its
potential. At its core, The Power of Habit contains an exhilarating argument: The key to
exercising regularly, losing weight, being more productive, and achieving success is
understanding how habits work. As Duhigg shows, by harnessing this new science, we
can transform our businesses, our communities, and our lives. With a new Afterword by
the author “Sharp, provocative, and useful.”—Jim Collins “Few [books] become essential
manuals for business and living. The Power of Habit is an exception. Charles Duhigg not
only explains how habits are formed but how to kick bad ones and hang on to the
good.”—Financial Times “A flat-out great read.”—David Allen, bestselling author of
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Getting Things Done: The Art of Stress-Free Productivity “You’ll never look at yourself,
your organization, or your world quite the same way.”—Daniel H. Pink, bestselling author
of Drive and A Whole New Mind “Entertaining . . . enjoyable . . . fascinating . . . a
serious look at the science of habit formation and change.”—The New York Times Book
Review
A Wolf Shifter Paranormal Romance
Never Google Heartbreak
Beautiful Creatures
The Great Hunt
The Solution of the Problem of Democracy
Rhiannon Navin's Only Child is the most powerful book you'll read this year. We went to
school that Tuesday like normal. Not all of us came home . . . Huddled in a cloakroom
with his classmates and teacher, six-year-old Zach can hear shots ringing through the
corridors of his school. A gunman has entered the building and, in a matter of minutes,
will have taken nineteen lives. In the aftermath of the shooting, the close knit
community and its families are devastated. Everyone deals with the tragedy differently.
Zach's father absents himself; his mother pursues a quest for justice -- while Zach
retreats into his super-secret hideout and loses himself in a world of books and
drawing. Ultimately though, it is Zach who will show the adults in his life the way
forward -- as, sometimes, only a child can. PRAISE FOR ONLY CHILD "Innocence
trumps violence in Rhiannon Navin's Only Child" New York Times "A powerful exercise
in empathy and perspective." Kirkus Review "[A] gut-wrenching debut...like Room and
The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time, it contains wisdom for all ages."
People magazine "This emotional tale . . . sinks its hooks into you from the very first
sentence and is a captivating exploration of a family's struggle to knit itself together
after an act of violence." Marie Claire "This captivating novel about family, prejudice,
trauma, politics and forgiveness will appeal to fans of Room, The Lovely Bones and
The Fault in Our Stars. . . ." The Independent "'Only Child' triumphs. Zach, at only 6
years old, understands more about the human heart than the broken adults around him.
His hope and optimism as he sets out to execute his plan will have every reader
cheering him on, and believing in happy endings even in the face of such tragedy."
Washington Post
“Morgan Rice has come up with what promises to be another brilliant series, immersing
us in a fantasy of valor, honor, courage, magic and faith in your destiny. Morgan has
managed again to produce a strong set of characters that make us cheer for them on
every page.⋯Recommended for the permanent library of all readers that love a wellwritten fantasy.” --Books and Movie Reviews, Roberto Mattos (regarding Rise of the
Dragons) REBEL, PAWN, KING is book #4 in Morgan Rice’s bestselling epic fantasy
series OF CROWNS AND GLORY, which begins with SLAVE, WARRIOR, QUEEN
(Book #1). 17 year old Ceres, a beautiful, poor girl from the Empire city of Delos, wakes
to find herself imprisoned. Her army destroyed, her people captured, the rebellion
quashed, she has to somehow pick up the pieces after being betrayed. Can her people
ever rise again? Thanos sails for the Isle of Prisoners, thinking Ceres is alive, and finds
himself in a trap of his own. In his dangerous voyage he remains tormented by the idea
of Stephania, alone, with his child, and feels torn over his life’s path. Yet as he
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struggles to return to Delos, to find both of his loves, he encounters a betrayal so great,
his life can never be the same again. Stephania, a woman scorned, does not sit idly
back. She turns all the power of her fury on the ones she loves the most—and her
treachery, the most dangerous of all, may be what finally brings the kingdom down for
good. REBEL, PAWN, KING tells an epic tale of tragic love, vengeance, betrayal,
ambition, and destiny. Filled with unforgettable characters and heart-pounding action, it
transports us into a world we will never forget, and makes us fall in love with fantasy all
over again. “An action packed fantasy sure to please fans of Morgan Rice’s previous
novels, along with fans of works such as The Inheritance Cycle by Christopher
Paolini⋯. Fans of Young Adult Fiction will devour this latest work by Rice and beg for
more.” --The Wanderer, A Literary Journal (regarding Rise of the Dragons) Book #5 in
OF CROWNS AND GLORY will be released soon!
"First Published in the United States of America by Mercury House [San Francisco],
2000" -- Verso title page.
Katie’s world is shattered by the news that her headstrong and bohemian younger
sister, Mia, has been found dead at the bottom of a cliff in Bali. The authorities say that
Mia jumped—that her death was a suicide. Although they’d hardly spoken to each other
since Mia suddenly left on an around-the-world trip six months earlier, Katie refuses to
accept that her sister would have taken her own life. Distraught that they never made
peace, Katie leaves her orderly, sheltered life in London behind and embarks on a
journey to find out the truth. With only the entries of Mia’s travel journal as her guide,
Katie retraces the last few months of her sister’s life, and—page by page, country by
country—begins to uncover the mystery surrounding her death. . . . Weaving together
the exotic settings and suspenseful twists of Alex Garland’s The Beach with a powerful
tale of familial love in the spirit of Rosamund Lupton’s Sister, Swimming at Night is a
fast-paced, accomplished, and gripping debut novel of secrets, loss, and forgiveness.
Married by Monday
Hush, Hush
Rich Dad, Poor Dad
The Choice
“An action packed fantasy sure to please fans of Morgan Rice’s previous novels,
along with fans of works such as The Inheritance Cycle by Christopher Paolini….
Fans of Young Adult Fiction will devour this latest work by Rice and beg for more.”
--The Wanderer, A Literary Journal (regarding Rise of the Dragons) The #1
Bestselling series! THE WEIGHT OF HONOR is book #3 in Morgan Rice’s
bestselling epic fantasy series KINGS AND SORCERERS (which begins with RISE
OF THE DRAGONS, a free download)! In THE WEIGHT OF HONOR, Kyra finally
meets her cryptic uncle, and is shocked to discover he is not the man she expected.
She embarks on a period of training which will test her stamina and her frustration,
as she soon encounters the limits of her power. Unable to summon her dragon,
unable to search deep within, and feeling an urgency to help in her father’s wars,
Kyra doubts if she will ever become the warrior she thought she was. And when she
meets a mysterious boy, more powerful than her, deep in the forest, she wonders
what her future really has in store for her. Duncan must descend the peaks of Kos
with his new army and, vastly outnumbered, launch a risky invasion on the capital.
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If he wins, waiting behind its ancient walls, he knows, will be the old king and his
nest of nobles and aristocrats, all with their own agendas, all of them as quick to
betray as they are to embrace. Unifying Escalon may, indeed, be harder than
freeing it. Alec, in Ur, must tap his unique skills in the forge to aid the resistance if
they have any chance of defending against the looming Pandesian invasion. He is
awestruck when he encounters Dierdre, the strongest girl he has ever meet. The
time she has a chance to make a stand against Pandesia, and as she bravely faces
off, she who wonders if her father and his men will have her back this time. Alec, in
Ur, must tap his unique skills in the forge to aid the resistance if they have any
chance of defending against the looming Pandesian invasion. He is awestruck when
he encounters Dierdre, the strongest girl he has ever met. This time she has a
chance to make a stand against Pandesia, and as she bravely faces off, she wonders
if her father and his men will have her back this time. Vesuvius leads his Troll
nation across a vulnerable Escalon, devastating the land, while Theos, enraged at
what becomes of his son, is on a rampage himself, and will not stop until all of
Escalon is aflame. With its strong atmosphere and complex characters, THE
WEIGHT OF HONOR is a sweeping saga of knights and warriors, of kings and lords,
of honor and valor, of magic, destiny, monsters and dragons. It is a story of love and
broken hearts, of deception, ambition and betrayal. It is fantasy at its finest, inviting
us into a world that will live with us forever, one that will appeal to all ages and
genders. Book #4 in KINGS AND SORCERERS will be published soon. “If you
thought that there was no reason left for living after the end of the Sorcerer’s Ring
series, you were wrong. Morgan Rice has come up with what promises to be another
brilliant series, immersing us in a fantasy of trolls and dragons, of valor, honor,
courage, magic and faith in your destiny. Morgan has managed again to produce a
strong set of characters that make us cheer for them on every
page.…Recommended for the permanent library of all readers that love a wellwritten fantasy.” --Books and Movie Reviews, Roberto Mattos (regarding Rise of the
Dragons) “[The novel] succeeds—right from the start…. A superior fantasy…It
begins, as it should, with one protagonist's struggles and moves neatly into a wider
circle of knights, dragons, magic and monsters, and destiny.…All the trappings of
high fantasy are here, from soldiers and battles to confrontations with self….A
recommended winner for any who enjoy epic fantasy writing fueled by powerful,
believable young adult protagonists.” --Midwest Book Review, D. Donovan, eBook
Reviewer (regarding Rise of the Dragons) “A plot-driven novel that’s easy to read in
a weekend…A good start to a promising series.” --San Francisco Book Review
(regarding Rise of the Dragons)
Along with The Posthumous Memoirs of Br?s Cubas and Dom Casmurro, Quincas
Borba is one of Machado de Assis' major works and indeed one of the major works
of nineteenth century fiction. With his uncannily postmodern sensibility, his
delicious wit, and his keen insight into the political and social complexities of the
Brazilian Empire, Machado opens a fascinating world to English speaking readers.
When the mad philosopher Quincas Borba dies, he leaves to his friend Rubi?o the
entirety of his wealth and property, with a single stipulation: Rubi?o must take care
of Quincas Borba's dog, who is also named Quincas Borba, and who may indeed
have assumed the soul of the dead philosopher. Flush with his newfound wealth,
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Rubi?o heads for Rio de Janeiro and plunges headlong into a world where fantasy
and reality become increasingly difficult to keep separate. Brilliantly translated by
Gregory Rabassa, Quincas Borba is a masterful satire not only on life in Imperial
Brazil but the human condition itself.
In the present book, How to Win Friends and Influence People, Dale Carnegie says,
“You can make someone want to do what you want them to do by seeing the
situation from the other person’s point of view and arousing in the other person an
eager want.” You learn how to make people like you, win people over to your way of
thinking, and change people without causing offense or arousing resentment. For
instance, “let the other person feel that the idea is his or hers” and “talk about your
own mistakes before criticizing the other person.” This book is all about building
relationships. With good relationships, personal and business successes are easy
and swift to achieve. Twelve Ways to Win People to Your Way of Thinking 1. The
only way to get the best of an argument is to avoid it. 2. Show respect for the other
person's opinions. Never say "You're wrong." 3. If you're wrong, admit it quickly and
emphatically. 4. Begin in a friendly way. 5. Start with questions to which the other
person will answer yes. 6. Let the other person do a great deal of the talking. 7. Let
the other person feel the idea is his or hers. 8. Try honestly to see things from the
other person's point of view. 9. Be sympathetic with the other person's ideas and
desires. 10. Appeal to the nobler motives. 11. Dramatize your ideas. 12.Throw down
a challenge.
Sink your teeth into the hot new werewolf paranormal romance from USA Today
bestselling author, Steffanie Holmes! Anna It's been five months since my boyfriend
was tragically killed in a climbing accident. I didn't think I was over him ... until
Luke walked on to the archaeological site. Tall, dark, sexy, tattooed, funny,
dangerous. Everything I want in a man. But he's hiding something. He acts
strangely in the moonlight. He won't tell me anything about his life. And I caught
him trying to destroy an important find. My body aches for him, but my heart tells
me I'm not ready to make myself vulnerable again, especially not for a guy who isn't
being straight with me. If only ... Luke Anna Sinclair - archaeologist, geek girl,
totally and utterly delectable. I knew from the moment her intoxicating scent wafted
across my wolf senses, she's meant to be mine. And that knowledge is terrifying.
The last thing I expected was to find my fated mate on an archaeological site.
Whenever I'm near her, all I want to do is claim her. But she's broken. The last thing
she needs in her life is a werewolf out for revenge. I'm here to destroy the site, to
keep my family's past buried forever. If Anna finds out the truth, she'd never speak
to me again. But I can't deny the bond between us. I'll do anything to make her
mine. Digging the Wolf is a standalone paranormal romance by USA Today
bestselling author Steffanie Holmes. Read on if you love archaeological mysteries,
badass wolves, a broken heroine, and a hero so hot he'll have you howling for more.
Embrace the Possible
Rebel, Pawn, King (Of Crowns and Glory—Book 4)
Outwitting the Devil
A Novel
Wife by Wednesday

“Uma história dinâmica que te agarra desde o primeiro capítulo e não
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te solta mais.” --Midwest Book Review, Diane Donovan (sobre Sem
Pistas) Do autor número 1 de bestsellers Blake Pierce, essa é a nova
obra prima de suspense psicológico—a série AVERY BLACK—que
continua agora com RAZÃO PARA TEMER (Livro 6), mais uma obra
única. A série começa com RAZÃO PARA SE APAVORAR (Livro
1)—que tem download grátis e conta com mais de 200 avaliações de 5
estrelas! Uma mulher é encontrada morta em seu próprio
apartamento, trancada no closet, com seu corpo no chão sob aranhas
venenosas, e a polícia de Boston fica perplexa. Sem saber por onde
investigar, eles temem que o assassino vá agir novamente.
Desesperada, a polícia não tem outra alternativa senão recorrer à
mais brilhante e controversa detetive de homicídios da cidade—Avery
Black. Agora aposentada, Avery, passando por dias ruins em sua vida
pessoal, reluta, mas concorda em ajudar no caso. No entanto, quando
outros corpos começam a aparecer, mortos de maneiras grotescas e
nada comuns, Avery não pode deixar de se perguntar: um assassino
em série está à solta? Com muita pressão da mídia e sob o estresse de
ter um parceiro novo e inexperiente, Avery é levada a seu limite para
tentar resolver esse caso bizarro—sem se deixar cair em um abismo.
Avery encontra-se cada vez mais se aprofundando na mente do
assassino, que tem mais segredos do que ela poderia imaginar. O livro
mais arrebatador e chocante da série, uma história psicológica com
suspense de parar o coração, RAZÃO PARA SE APAVORAR vai fazer
você ler páginas e páginas noite adentro. “Uma obra-prima de
suspense e mistério. Pierce fez um trabalho magnífico criando
personagens com lados psicológicos tão bem descritos que nos fazem
sentir dentro de suas mentes, acompanhando seus medos e
celebrando seu sucesso. Cheio de reviravoltas, este livro vai lhe
manter acordado até que você chegue à última página.” --Books and
Movie Reviews, Roberto Mattos (sobre Sem Pistas)
A lost love... and the secrets and lies at its heart. The stunning novel
from No.1 bestseller Harlan Coben. Six years have passed since Jake
Fisher watched Natalie, the love of his life, marry another man. Six
years of hiding a broken heart by throwing himself into his career. Six
years of keeping his promise to leave Natalie alone, and six years of
tortured dreams of her life with her new husband, Todd. But six years
haven't come close to extinguishing his feelings, and when Jake comes
across Todd's obituary, he can't keep himself away from the funeral.
There he gets the glimpse of Todd's wife he's hoping for... but she is
not Natalie - and Jake's world is turned completely inside out. As Jake
searches for the truth, his picture-perfect memories of Natalie begin
to unravel. Mutual friends of the couple either can't be found or don't
remember Jake. No one has seen Natalie in years. Jake's search for
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the woman who broke his heart - and who lied to him - soon puts his
very life at risk as it dawns on him that the man he has become may
be based on carefully constructed fiction.
A refreshingly honest, achingly funny read for fans of Bridesmaids,
Caitlin Moran, and Pinot Grigio. When her fiance Rob breaks off their
engagement for the third time, Viv does what any girl would do - she
Googles heartbreak. Confronted by tales of misery, she decides to setup her own self-help website for the broken-hearted. But as Viv passes
through the three essential stages of grief (denial, vodka, disastrous
haircut), she becomes determined that it's not too late to try and get
Rob back. When things get out of hand after a drunken declaration of
love at an extremely inappropriate moment, Viv's scruffy, tequilaswilling best friend Max is there to pick up the pieces. Viv starts to
realise that maybe the real thing has been under her nose all this
time, and now - one ex and a massive error of judgement later - she
has to face the question: What's the craziest thing you'll do for love?
Readers of Lindsey Kelk, Sophie Kinsella and Paige Toon won't be
able to put this down. Never has heartbreak been so hilarious...
A powerful, moving memoir, and a practical guide to healing, written
by Dr. Edie Eger, an eminent psychologist whose own experiences as
a Holocaust survivor help her treat patients suffering from traumatic
stress disorders.
Book Two Weekday Bride Series
Se Ela Visse (Um Enigma Kate Wise —Livro 2)
The Underground Railroad
Invasion of the Sea
Good Morning, Holy Spirit
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